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One of the most powerful aspects of the Rails framework is the ability to extend and override it within your own applications. This is achieved through the Rails plugin mechanism, which provides an avenue for Rails developers to add powerful new features to their applications and share this functionality with the worldwide community.

This short cut introduces Rails plugins and considers each aspect of their behavior and development. You'll learn what plugins are, how they work, and why they're useful. Discover how to find and install plugins using the provided script, then explore the world of plugin development, including common plugin idioms, testing, and version control. Finally, learn how to share your own plugins.
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Making Software: What Really Works, and Why We Believe ItO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Many claims are made about how certain tools, technologies, and practices improve software development. But which claims are verifiable, and which are merely wishful thinking? In this book, leading thinkers such as Steve McConnell, Barry Boehm, and Barbara Kitchenham offer essays that uncover the truth and unmask myths commonly held...
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New Diagnostic, Therapeutic and Organizational Strategies for Acute Coronary Syndromes Patients (Contributions to Statistics)Springer, 2013

	This book collects several contributions, written both by statisticians and medical doctors, which focus on the identification of new diagnostic, therapeutic and organizational strategies in order to improve the occurrence of clinical outcomes for Acute Coronary Syndromes (ACS) patients. The work is structured in two different...
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Asterisk: The Future of TelephonyO'Reilly, 2005
It may be a while before Internet telephony with VoIP (Voice  over Internet Protocol) reaches critical mass, but there's already tremendous  movement in that direction. A lot of organizations are not only attracted to  VoIP's promise of cost savings, but its ability to move data, images, and voice  traffic over the same...
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THE Java(TM) Programming Language, Fourth EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of the Java™ programming language, the  completely revised fourth edition of The Java™ Programming Language is an  indispensable resource for novice and advanced programmers alike.

Developers around the...
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Windows PowerShell 3.0 First StepsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Gary said nearly everything I wanted to include in the Introduction. I designed this book for the complete beginner, and you should therefore read the book from beginning to end. If you want a more reference oriented book, you should check out my PowerShell Best Practices books, or even PowerShell 3.0 Step by Step. Actually, the Step...
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PMP® in Depth: Project Management Professional Certification Study Guide for the PMP® ExamApress, 2018

	Use this study guide to prepare for the Project Management Professional (PMP) exam administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).
	


	
		The revised third edition of the best-selling PMP in Depth, updated to the sixth edition of PMBOK, has a laser-sharp focus on the exam objectives for project...
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